AHDH's Mission Report: Winter 2014,
Preparations for Summer 2014, our LX-th
New Orleans, LA
April 14, 2014

Dear Members, Volunteers, Friends of AHDH, and Haiti:
On behalf of the Executive Committee of AHDH, Inc., please, allow me to share with you our
latest mission report, AHDH’s Winter 2014 Medical & Educational Mission’s, our 59th since
1986, which took place from February 28 thru March 22, 2014.
After 25 plus years of medical/education missions in Haiti, this 59th mission, once more, just
leaves many of us speechless - and your editor is on top of that list.
Just an unstoppable train of good deeds for our less fortunate!
From an agenda of 2 teams we had to move up to3 teams, with the addition of a non-medical
group from UMass/Dartmouth (see below)
Truly HIS work is happening with all of us banded together: He has and will always have HIS
angels in His fields…“Senior Angels” as well as “Junior Angels”, as we came to call them last
winter.
Team-1: 46 volunteers (32 from the US –from West to East Coast, and states in between, and
Canada, who hit the air with us plus 14 local practitioners, Haitian residents in search of sound
clinical rotation, espousing our mission and making it part of their vocation to serve also.
All the grounds were covered, from eyes to toes.

Meet most of Team-1 and Team-2, relaxing at the Jacmel resort, after a week of hard work
Team-2: 10 , with emphasis on Ob-Gyn - mostly cervical cancer detection and treatment of early
phase, and optometry

Please meet Team-2, who took charge, ready to continue the work ……..

Team-3 : 14: A very strong supporter of AHDH’s RN program, Rickie (below, blue top), and 9

UMass/Dartmouth students accompanied by 2 professors, highly interested, thru their
organization, ENACTUS, in exploring opportunity of partnership with a community
organizations of La Vallée de Jacmel, CODEHA, led by a long time partner of AHDH, Dr.
Carolle (also founder of HTCF, , Inc., healththroughcommunications.org, San Diego,CA) and Mr.
Gody, founder of CODEHA, in La Vallée de Jacmel, residing in Boston.

And countless expatriates back home who found their new vocation in adding their general expertise and
experience overseas to our programs. As exemplified by 2 new sites we had to add to our program,
besides our home-base, Hopital St Joseph, for eyes clinics, in Muzac and Cayes-Jacmel.

Thanks again Vanite, Claude, Louise, Joe, Emilienne, Carline(RN) etc.
Now so much was covered during that mission, we have to resort to some themes to be close to
cover as much as possible:

Our new Phaco machine: A very recent donation, days before our mission, from The Rand
Eye Institute, Deerfield Beach, FL, was ushered to Hopital St. Joseph and, from our humble
beginning of cataract surgery in February 2009….

Our eye surgery program is catapulted to another level of sophistication. Our deepest gratitude to Dr.
David Rand, of Deerfield Beach, FL.

Eyes team enjoying operating as well as a well-deserved relaxation at the Cap Lamandou resort, after the

optometrists evaluated 605 patients! (3 sites: Cayes-Jacmel, Muzac, Ridore), distributed 500 pairs of

glasses and performed 32 surgical cases.
I doubt anyone can be as grateful as those patients with their : Thank you Rand Eye Institute

and Cayes-Jacmel crowd/Dr Philippe

6 universities were represented on the campus:
As we take pride in pursuing the village elders dream of turning Hopital St. Joseph into a CHU
(Centre Hospitalier Universitaire), we see that dream materializing - almost effortlessly, by His

grace.
1-We had the pleasure, a couple of years ago, of welcoming a young colleague, Anissa, while a resident
at The Christ Hospital/University of Cincinnati, Family Medicine Residency. Now a fellow in Geriatrics,
she is back for more overseas clinical experience. She knows she has now an open invitation.

2-An LSU/Baton Rouge Ob-Gyn resident, Dr. Schwartzman, who longs to experience our program for
quite a few years, finally made it - and accompanied with one of her Attending physicians, Dr. Usher.
A very supportive addition as we needed so bad to have an intensive clinic for our many abnormal Pap’s
smear patients, we don’t seem to ever finish rechecking.. Great opportunity at the same time for a resident
to see pathologies rarer and rarer in US. Welcome back anytime.

photo
3-Université La Paix (Port-Au-Prince): A very supportive colleague of our program, Dr. M. M. LouisFils, (red top), surgeon, Professor at ULP, arranged to have 2 of her residents, Drs. Alexis, 1st from left
end and Ceriné, 4th from left for a clinical rotation: They had their share of practice and theory, thanks
also to our other visiting surgeons, Dr. Belizaire, center and Dr. Gabriel (right lower photo, on left) the
anesthesia team, Dr. Adrien (glasses) and CRNA’s, Ms. Pierre, 5th from left and Ms. Desruisseau, right:

4- St. Georges University , Grenada:Thanks to NOAH/NY/Dr. Paul: 3 third year students, Rachel (photo
above right: 2nd from left, and Diane, 2nd from right, all spoiled by veteran OR staff, Diane (RN), center
left, Sandra (RN), blue cap, and “Junior Angel”, Myrtha (RN), 1st on right; while Amelia, the 3rd student
has to be found in the eye OR.

5- Université Episcopale d’Haiti (UEdH):
For the last 10 years or so, we have established a partnership with the FSIL (Faculte des Sciences
Infirmieres à Leogane), a college of Nursing of the UEdH. This collaboration has been a win-win
situation for our program and the students education who have an opportuniy to have a true immersion
experience as they work side by side with our Haitian and American volunteers nurses very enthusiastic
to teach them, and those students have such a remarquable basis on which we can easily build upon.
Below, Team-1’s, Gerline Geffrard and Marie Boniface Belzume practicing their EKG skills tutored by
Keith (RN, NY), 1st on left; Dr. Lamothe (Resident from UNDH, doing Social Service, green cap) and
aspiring RN student,Samuel (in high school in P-Au-P, protégé of Nicole (RN/NY), testing the water.

And Team-2’s, Micarna Loiseau,( red top) and Danta D. R. Bien-Aimé receiving from Ms. C. Lolo (blue
top), Head-Nurse, their certificate of Clinical Rotation

6- Université Notre Dame d’Hait (UNDH):
More recently, over the last couple of years, coinciding with our program of scholarship for a dozen high
school grads from the Lycée Philippe Jules of La Vallée de Jacmel, dreaming of becoming nurses, we
have developped also spaces for students of UNDH/Jacmel to do Clinical Rotation at HSJ during our
missions.

We had glad to welcome Claudine Jean Baptiste, (below left ,center, in OR) and Jackendie Saint Julien,
below, right, being instructed by Rosie Roupe, RN(Chicago) flower top.

Most of AHDH’s students atending UNDH/Jacmel managed to meet with us at the Auberge, despite their
busy schedule. They are getting there!
Our gratitude again to their “parrains” and “marraines”. And a big hug to Jeanette (RN), (below, 1st from
right) who took time to brainstorm with them about lodging challenges some face in Jacmel.

Now a few more heart warming pieces:
The Michaels: Besides Anika (ophtalmo, see above) shaking up the whole world to get the best eyes
surgery equipments possible for the mission, we have Mom, Nicole (Pediat) ( we miss Dad, Arshi/
anesthesio who could not make it first time in a ..thousand years), Coordinatrice of the trips, and found
everywhere the action is occuring: In the storage room, below left, making sure Suzan (see Suzan &
Peter further down) is not felt abandonned; the cake for Madeline’s birthday is not lost in the hotel(below
right).

Son, Doc “Z”, a volunteer since dental school, has not let his altruism wane for a second (below left).
Rather his wife, Erica (below ,right photo, 1st from left) is back and with her own DDS, this time, with the
same dedication to AHDH’s mission.

While encouraging young local local colleague with equipments and technical support.

What can I do, since I am not a nurse/doctor? Since I heard that hesitating sentence from Marie Lissa,
I am not sure what happened: She is doing everything imaginable: from translating creole for MDs
(below, left photo, center), to set up a primary school on behalf of the foundation named after her late
husband (below, right with principal Benoit Payen), she is just busy: Never question what the Almighty

has in store for you, in his fields.

The Belizaires: In recent years we have been having a silent contest: Which family is the most largely
represented at the missions. The belizaires tricked us again: Roger (surgeon) and wife Amelia( at the 2
ends of the photo below), Rosie (RN) and husband, Don, and godchild Myrtha (RN)(blue top). Thanks!

More touching stories:
Carol & Eric: A couple of years ago, Carol Aune, O.D. (below, purple top), joined our mission
and wrote a nice piece on our website, about her love for Haiti. She promised to come back and
now she more than kept her word, she came with husband, Eric. Since the day Eric, “nonmedical”, was wondering what he could do to now, a lot of water has run under the bridge. (blue
top below)

Along wife/husband line: something very touching happened: Peter and Suzan are not strangers to Haiti,
they have participated in some eye surgery program elsewhere, but always wanted to join us since they
met Nicole. And …they chose a very special time in their life: Their 38th Anniversary! In La Vallée de
Jacmel with AHDH! We are most honored. It was so touching! (see photos below)
We should have invited the newly elected Cardinal Langlois, a son of the village, for a special blessing.
Come back in June, you will for sure have the opportunity to meet him, for the Saint John the Baptist’s.

In our Mission Report of Winter 2013, we thought it was a good idea to identify our “Angels” as
“Senior” and “Junior”, depending on the number of years of participation. It is so difficult to thank so
many of them for such dedication, but let us catch them in action:

Mechanical Engineer Georges, above left, center, and on the roof for an A/C repair

We can agree that our “Senior” takes also time to keep company to other “Senior”Angel, Mary May
(surgeon, Hopital La Paix), above left, and “Junior’ Angel, in practice in P-Au-P, Denise (pediatrician)
Our “Senior” keep other “Seniors” company also: Claude, center; Jean-Mary, on right, who finds time for
wife also, Arlette (Family Practitioner, below, right photo)

Some “Seniors’’ enjoy the compagny of “Juniors”: Jeanette (RN), with 3 rd year med student (Rachel) ,
(below left, on right) and Madeline (RN), blue top (Pre-Post-Op area Boss), with “Junior” Keith (RN/NY)

.
“Junior” Angels, Myrtha (RN/Md), (below left) and Theresa (OD,NY), below right, blue top, quickly
found their niche and took charge of respectively the OR instruments and the Optometry clinic.

So did Aarti(OD,NY):

And Keith (RN/NY) who took charge of the EKGs, tutoring the students

Another “Senior” , dear to our heart and the patients, Phoebe (MD/ENT), who has a busy practice in
Port-Au-Prince, once more took time to donate 3 days to our mission. (unfortunately, we have no photo
this time)
One “Senior” who was not caught in action, despite being busy but in a secluded area, despairetingly
trying to fix at least one of our 3 ultrasound machines, but this mission was very frustrating for him and
us, Ob-Gyn: Mike.
Mike has been such a pillar to our mission over the last 10 plus years, searching imaging machine for the
mission, and providing the imaging during our trips. But, by now for lack of proper Bio-Med Tech
presence on the campus, quite a few of our equipments have given up.
At this point we desperately need an ultrasound machine.
We just started a conversation with a group of young Haitians, Bio-Med Technicians, who visited Haiti
recently and are determined to make a difference. They will certainly find a captive audience in AHDH,
and we are going to encourage them the best we can.

We managed nevertheless to get a smile out of Mike during the farewell diner (3rd from left,below).

Team-2, shown below, welcomed 3 “Juniors”: Stephanie (MD, Senior Ob-Gyn Resident, LSU/Baton
Rouge, below, 3rd from left and Staff, Dr Usher, 2nd from right, 1st row, and Alex (OD, NY), 3rd from
right, 2nd row). We took time to have them spoiled by the community leaders, Emmeline, green cap and
Vanite, right to Emmeline, the many RNs , CRNA etc, and discover some tropical fruits of La Vallée:
Corosol (soursop) in the hand of someone unidentified.

As always it is a deep pleasure to our little cardiac patient Elizabeth (below left with her mom),
who had her VSD corrected in New Orleans/Children Hospital exactly 2 years ago and doing
fine. Million thanks again to HeartGift
Now we are trying to see how we can help another 6 year old, Alensley, below right, with his
mom, suffering from stenosis of his pulmonary artery. Let’s keep him in our prayers.

Mission support AngelsWe have developed a category whereby we invite “Angels” who can’t
make it for the mission but still offer their support financially for our meal voucher program,
CRNA’s (nurse anesthetist) stipends etc. or equipment and supplies.
First off, Dr. Jeanot, (OD, Lake Charles, La) who on short notice lent us his precious Retinomax
and Anika and team put it to the best use:

We would like to acknowledge the support of the following persons/companies who have supported this
mission trip, and previous ones most of them: Arshi (MD, for CRNA) we missed so much, as he could
not make it; Elsie (MD, Baton Rouge); Whit; Elaine and Plenty International; William A. (Boston), Mary
Alice (RN/CNMW, New Orleans); Sharon (pharmacist); Marie Lissa (Ottowa); Taylor Nicole
(Louisiana);Jacques (Atlanta);Natasha F; Leanza R/town of Mamou, LA; Celeste (NY), Mikerdley;
(NY), Nicole LeR. (RN), and…

As mentioned above, the Rand Eye Institute (FL), and Alcon Laboratories, Inc. (TX), who provides us
each year thousands of dollars’ worth of supplies for cataract surgeries.
Without forgetting a long time supporter of our mission: Cashway Pharmacy (Crowley. LA)
And to All of you, praiseworthy volunteers, thank you for your extraordinary accomplishments.
We know you had to sacrifice a lot to be with us –vacation, family obligations, financial ressources, you
name it - but it is so heart warming to see that you chose the Preferential Option for the Poor and
Vulnerable - enhancing a little bit more solidarity across our little fragile blue planet.
There are no words to thank you. (But, Mat:25:35 is still real)
And I am sure you all know HE is taking ample note of your acts (James 2:20 and Mat. 25:14 on) and His
blessings will be visiting you – but often time in very subtle ways.
Mille mercis encore,
Cordialement,
Charles
(Charles René, M.D., F.A.C.O.G., Clinical Associate Professor, TulaneUniversity, Ob-GynDept.
Co-Founder, Treasurer, Director of Projects in Haiti
Association Haitienne de Developpement Humain,Inc.)
www.haitiahdh.org

P.S: Next Mission:
Our beloved Coordinatrice, Dr. Nicole V-Michael, is already at work for AHDH’s Summer 2014
Medical/Educational Mission, our 60th, from June 20, 2014 thru July 6, 2014.
Quite a few volunteers already have lined up. Soon you make up your mind, please send her a note
ASAP: michaelnvm@yahoo.com

Gallery of Photos:

